Honda 3 wheeler

ATVs survived and thrived, but the s were the troubled end for three-wheelers. A lot of truly
pristine machines roll through Dirt Wheels , but this better-than-new Honda US90â€”the very
first ATCâ€”arrived in a new level of luxury. Vintage Motorsports owner Mike Palmgren The
machine was lifted out like visiting royalty, with its ultra-rare, hyper-valuable original tires
hermetically sealed in plastic, and the too-perfect US90 was reverently set on the Pismo sand.
His ATC is powerful with super traction thanks to the paddle tires. They were easier to ride with
stock tires. As successful as Honda was in the late s with motorcycle sales, no amount of
quality or performance for the available two-wheeler line-up could get dealers through winters
in areas with extended snowy winters. Honda instructed US90 project leader Osamu Takeuchi to
come up with a product that could and would sell in the winter. The all-terrain-vehicle market
barely existed in the s, but one of the available amphibious six-wheelers was featured in Honda
ATC development. Recommended air pressure was between 1. The tires met one design
goalâ€”a machine that was very easy on terrain. In fact Takeuchi wanted less impact on terrain
than a man walking! After deciding on the high-flotation tires, he presented six variations for
approval. Tim Pappas is over 6 feet tall, but he was happy to fold onto the 90 for some fun. He
was able to handle the power you get from 89cc and a 15mm Keihin carburetor and still have
fun. To excite and educate dealers, Honda used production parts to hand-assemble machines
for a huge, week-long press introduction at Pismo Beach. Honda could not possibly have
known the far-reaching effect that the lowly US90 later the ATC90 after Honda trademarked the
ATC designation would have on off-roading and the industry. They admitted that the number of
people that embraced it for work was a surprise. It is unlikely that Osamu Takeuchi could have
imagined Honda ATCs leaping over feet on motocross tracks or being competitive in the Baja It
hides being 47 years old quite well. Even the Honda graphics treatments were designed to make
the ATC90 look fun and safe. Honda was careful to keep the power mild. This clever flip lever
allowed the handlebar to fold and rotate, then be locked back in position. The concept, like the
engine and switch-over low-range transmission were borrowed from the CT90 trail bike. At this
point the ATC is 47 years old and now a collectible. A significant number of those wanting to
relive owning the original three-wheeler contacted Palmgren. He has restored about 15 of these
fun little machines, so when Honda wanted a US90 for its Collection Hall in Japan, it contacted
Palmgren. Seeing the coming collectability, Palmgren collected as many new old stock parts for
the machines as he could. He realized that he could build a complete US90 from new
partsâ€”not a restoration, but a hand-assembled, brand-new three-wheeler. He felt that the
machine should debut at Pismo Beach like those pre-production machines at the original Honda
intro, and he offered to share the occasion with Dirt Wheels. Palmgren started to question his
decision to take this irreplaceable new machine into a saltwater and sand environment. We were
actually starting to question his decision as well, so we were game when he called to ask if we
would settle for a full restoration. So, we had the beginning ATC story with the US90 and the
end with the final version of the most powerful and capable Honda three-wheeler ever made. We
have definitely made progress over the decades. In stock form the ATCR was shockingly quiet
and civilized yet potent. Whoever built this machine decided that the airbox was superfluous
and instead went with a pod-type Uni filter. The US90 Honda thre-wheelernpredates Dirt Wheels
by more than a decade, so none of the staff had actually ridden one before. Pull-starting the
89cc SOHC engine is a breeze, and the altitude-compensating carburetor let the tiny engine
respond cleanly. Performance is leisurely, with a claimed six horses on tap to motivate the
pound machine. The engine is closely related to the Honda CT90 trail bike, so it has a trail
switch on the transmission that drastically lowers the ratios for the four-speed, auto-clutch
transmission. It effectively has eight forward speeds. The riding position is compact, but all the
controls feel normal and work fine. Compared to modern machines, the US90 is happy and able
to lift the inside rear wheel in turns. With the soft tires we could barely get the 90 to slide even
on soft, smooth sand. We have a lot of experience with early, unsuspended three-wheelers,
including the ATC, and we dreaded the kidney-crushing ride. But, the rim-less,
ultra-low-pressure tires offer far more suspension feel than later models that used normal rims
and tires. We were shocked at how fun the tiny machine is. It is easy to see why the machine
was such a hit and why it found a place on farms to move pipes and herd animals. It is thrifty,
nearly silent and capable of handling all sorts of terrain. Four of us rode it, but nobody wanted
to be the first to bend or scratch it. It is as perfect as I have ever built. We were impressed with
the ergonomic improvement over the air-cooled ATCR, but it feels small by modern standards.
The performance was amazing, and the liquid-cooled, counter-balanced engine was much
quieter and smoother. The example we tested is a fully modified but impressively restored
Honda three wheeler example owned by pro race car driver Pappas. Pappas wanted to buy a
perfect, original, stock ATCR, but the owner would sell only if Pappas bought the modified
machine as well. Pappas rode the machine hard, and then turned it over to us. Three-wheelers

were less stable than quads, but they were also more nimble. It is impressive how fun a year-old
machine could be. No doubt Honda at least hoped that the car division launched the same year
would expand to the point that it has, but we would be surprised to find out it had an inkling of
the world and industry that the lowly US90 would create. It was small, quiet and
non-threatening. And, it arrived at a time when dirt bikes were starting to get extremely serious
with more power and taller seat heights. But, ultimately, the ATC90 became far more than
something for dealers to sell in the winter months. Comments are closed, but trackbacks and
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all parts, one was rebuilt needs timing set. Please phone Make Piaggio. Model MP3 Three
Wheeler We take almost anything in trade. Bad credit, ok. Extremly fast not for little kids! Fully
Automatic.. Make Can-Am. We are one of the largest dealers on the East Coast. We are
committed to providing our customers with the highest quality merchandise and service
available anywhere! Prep and set up fees are not the same on all units. Call If you have any
questions or need more information on an item. Saturday: A. Emails: are slow to respond to due
to the volume we receive. Please be aware that once you have bid, you have entered into a legal,
binding contract to purchase the vehicle listed in this auction. Please make sure any and ALL
questions or concerns have been taken answered and handled prior to the end of the auction.
New vehicles are not shipped out of the country. Buyer of a new vehicle must be present in our
showroom to complete the sale. Bidders with a less than 10 feedback rating must call first
before bidding. All dealers and individuals are welcome to bid on our vehicles. All of our
vehicles listed on eBay have a clean title. We are available to answer any questions, supply
additional pictures and assist with shipping All bidders are welcome to a buyer's inspection.
Seller accepts cashiers-check, certified funds and cash in person. Pennsylvania buyers will pay
sales tax and registration. Out -of - State buyers will be responsible to pay applicable taxes in
own states. We do not ship vehicles but we can help finding you a qualified shipper. Buyers are
responsible for shipping costs We reserve the right to cancel this auction at any time at our
discretion. Buyers of NEW year models must come in person to finalize the transaction.
Temporary Transit Tags are available , which will provide valid registration in all states for 30
days, With proper insurance All can be explained with a simple phone call. Make
Harley-Davidson. Call it what you want. Just make sure you don t let too much more lifetime slip
by before riding it. The look is pure hot rod bagger, from the clean front end to the dual
slash-cut pipes. But it s the ride that will drop your jaw even further, thanks to a tight,
shortened-up body. We went completely off the map building this one. When we unveiled the
Freewheeler trike last year the radical hot rod styling and easy handling made it an instant hit.
Harley-Davidson s three-wheeled motorcycles are designed, developed and tested to the
highest standards of The Motor Company and backed by over a hundred years of touring
motorcycle expertise. Not a bolt-on or aftermarket kit, the Tri Glide Ultra and Freewheeler
models are engineered and road-tested for comfort and confidence. It s turned into a
never-ending quest. Each year the going just gets better for the rider who points one of our
bikes down the highway. As you might guess, a big part of the effort has gone into finding ways
to help riders pass faster, stop quicker, take curves tighter and see further at night. The bikes
are better then ever. An invitation to see how good you can be, written in Milwaukee steel.
FeelStarting with the days when early riders bolted plastic windshields to their machines and
began crisscrossing the country, the Harley-Davidson Touring motorcycle has already gone
places no one could have imagined. When it came to rider comfort, that meant getting in the

saddle and putting in miles. Thousands of miles, over every sort of pavement the road could
throw at us. Experiencing every sort of condition Mother Nature could throw at us. We used the
info to dial in airflow, passenger space, back rests, seat textures, legroom and hand controls
and anything else rider. Make Honda. Model ATCR. I bought this R in and used it very little and
took good care of it. It is in awesome condition with some scratches. The bike run drive and
stops like the day I bought it. I stored it a dry garage and just serviced all fluids. It is still
registered under my name, have a clear title and the California green sticker. Includes original
Honda tools and pouch. Don't miss out on this awesome Honda R. After winning this auction a
Please don't bid if you are not going to follow thru. This item is sold as is with no warranty,
returns or exchange and sale is is final. Winning bidder must pay within three days after close
of auction. Bidders with 0 feed back please don't bid. Item sold as is with no returns, refunds, or
credits. Shipping price is for lower 48 states. Please ask questions before bidding I am the
original owner and this R is in awesome original condition Don't miss out. Gresham, OR.
Burnet, TX. Baton Rouge, LA. Waterford, MI. Cheyenne, WY. Lyles, TN. Earleville, MD. Alert
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Model Gold Wing. View Large Images? Description Plan to go everywhere. Theres big news
when it comes to the Honda Gold Wing. At its core, a race-honed, fully independent suspension
system crafted largely from weight-saving aluminum, smoothes the roughest road, while
providing responsive handling to the driver. Mono shock design and race blades work together
to control body lean and keep the trike flat through the most demanding curves and our
proprietary brake caliper patent pending and fully integrated link-brake system deliver
unmatched braking power and control. At the same time, our independent suspension delivers
a soft, cushy ride to both passenger and driver, making every mile more enjoyable. Add the
Power Trak to create supreme steering feel and control. Credit Application? Directions to
Dealer? Contact Us? Apply Now Secure Credit Application Applying for a vehicle loan online is
one of the quickest and easiest application methods. Our secure application is easy to
complete, all you need are a few personal and employment details. Please do not bid if you're
not seriously interested or financially able to purchase this vehicle. Please read eBay's User
AgreementLucky U Cycles reserves the right to, Obtain and verify the registered information of
all users who bid on this auction. Cancel any and all bids at our discretion, or end the auction
early if necessary. Bidders Age: You must be 18 years of age or older to Bid. Special eBay Bid
Retraction Rules: Please read eBay's "Retracting a Bid" If you place a bid before the last hour
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exceptional circumstances. You will not be allowed to retract that bid during the last hour
period of the auction. If you place a bid during the last hour period of the auction: You will be
allowed to retract the bid for exceptional circumstances but only if you do so within one hour
after placing the bid. Buyers Inspection: Lucky U Cycles has done our best to disclose all
information known about this vehicle for auction. Lucky U Cycles welcomes a buyers
inspection. If you plan to have a buyers inspection, please make sure you inspect the vehicle
prior to the auction ending. Inspection fees if any are Buyers responsibility. Representations
and Warranties made by seller: This vehicle is being sold "as is". Manufacturer's warranties
may still apply. Extended warranty may be available, e-mail or phone Jeremy at for details. No
representations or warranties are made by seller, nor are any representations or warranties
relied upon by bidders in making bids. Taxes and Registration fees: Out of state buyers are
responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees, as well as title service fees in the state that
the vehicle will be registered. All taxes and fees must be paid in full in order for vehicle to be
titled and registered. Title Information: Vehicles titles may be held by banks or lenders as
collateral for loans. In many cases there is a delay in receiving the original instruments up to 21
days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While we usually have all titles in our possession at
closing, there are occasions where we may be waiting for them to arrive. If payment is made by
cashier's or personal checks we will hold all titles for 10 days or until funds have cleared. Lucky
U Cycles will help with shipping arrangements but will not be responsible in any way for claims
arising from shipping damage! We assume no responsibility for damages incurred after the
vehicle leaves our showroom. All shipping arrangements are provided by Lucky U Cycles as a
courtesy. We are not affiliated with any carrier. Any claims or other communication regarding
shipment of vehicles will be between you and the shipper, not with Lucky U Cycles. The amount
of time it takes for delivery is dependent on the carrier, but is generally days from the date the
vehicle is picked up from our facility until it is delivered to your destination. Verify with the
shipper for an Estimate Time of Arrival to be sure. Finalizing your Purchase: Lucky U Cycles will
contact the successful high bidder by e-mail after the auction closes. Successful high bidder

MUST communicate with Jeremy at Lucky U Cycles by e-mail or phone within 24 hours of the
auction ending to make arrangements to complete their transaction. If we cannot confirm your
intention to buy or the sale is not completed within 5 days, we reserve the right to relist this
vehicle or sell to any other qualified buyer. Within 72 hours of bid closing, Buyer must send
balance of funds by cash in person or bank certified funds to Seller. Furthermore, before said
vehicle is released for shipment to Buyer, all other Sale related and title related paperwork must
be signed and returned complete to Seller. The purchaser or prospective purchaser should
verify with the Seller the accuracy of all the information listed within this ad. Selling a Vehicle?
Create Professional Listings Fast and Easy. Click Here! Description The retro Shadow Aero
features a very low seat height, a shaft drive and the full-sized looks and performance of classic
cruiser styling from days of old. Every bit of technological innovation, craftsmanship, quality,
and pride that has made their trike conversion kits world famous, has come together into the
assembly of this stunning beauty. Here is you chance to experience a ride like no other before
it, at a price tha is guaranteed to delight. From the factory floor directly to you? Within 72 hours
of bid closing, Buyer must send balance of funds by bank wire transfer, cash in person, bank
certified funds to Seller. Make Piaggio. Model MP3 Three Wheeler GO TO superflymotorsports.
This a great 3 wheeler that has new tires,carburetor,frount brake pads,rebuilt rear master
cylinder and runs great. If you don't know about the x it has front and back disk brakes,clutch
five speed with a shock and spring in the back and air adjustable shockes in the front. You can
call me on if you have any questions. We take almost anything in trade. Bad credit, ok. All
original parts. Original rubber handle grips and foot pegs are on order and will be installed
before the sale. Please note I am firm on the price and accept cash only. Pickup only, I don't
want to have to deal with shipping. Display functions but no sound. Some surface scratches on
the trike fenders from getting off and on. Minor issues from sitting around but this bike is ready
for many miles of enjoyment. Clean title in hand Can help with delivery. Please email with any
questions or to come see it. Model ATCR. I bought this R in and used it very little and took good
care of it. It is in awesome condition with some scratches. The bike run drive and stops like the
day I bought it. I stored it a dry garage and just serviced all fluids. It is still registered under my
name, have a clear title and the California green sticker. Includes original Honda tools and
pouch. Don't miss out on this awesome Honda R. After winning this auction a Please don't bid if
you are not going to follow thru. This item is sold as is with no warranty, returns or exchange
and sale is is final. Winning bidder must pay within three days after close of auction. Bidders
with 0 feed back please don't bid. Item sold as is with no returns, refunds, or credits. Shipping
price is for lower 48 states. Please ask questions before bidding I am the original owner and this
R is in awesome original condition Don't miss out. Tires like new In great shape for the year.
This bike is ready to ride anywhere. Only selling because I can not get used to it. I prefer to lean
more. Bike is effortless to ride and balance. Clean title in hand. Make Harley-Davidson. Call it
what you want. Just make sure you don t let too much more lifetime slip by before riding it. The
look is pure hot rod bagger, from the clean front end to the dual slash-cut pipes. But it s the ride
that will drop your jaw even further, thanks to a tight, shortened-up body. We went completely
off the map building this one. When we unveiled the Freewheeler trike last year the radical hot
rod styling and easy handling made it an instant hit. Harley-Davidson s three-wheeled
motorcycles are designed, developed and tested to the highest standards of The Motor
Company and backed by over a hundred years of touring motorcycle expertise. Not a bolt-on or
aftermarket kit, the Tri Glide Ultra and Freewheeler models are engineered and road-tested for
comfort and confidence. It s turned into a never-ending quest. Each year the going just gets
better for the rider who points one of our bikes down the highway. As you might guess, a big
part of the effort has gone into finding ways to help riders pass faster, stop quicker, take curves
tighter and see further at night. The bikes are better then ev
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er. An invitation to see how good you can be, written in Milwaukee steel. FeelStarting with the
days when early riders bolted plastic windshields to their machines and began crisscrossing
the country, the Harley-Davidson Touring motorcycle has already gone places no one could
have imagined. When it came to rider comfort, that meant getting in the saddle and putting in
miles. Thousands of miles, over every sort of pavement the road could throw at us.
Experiencing every sort of condition Mother Nature could throw at us. We used the info to dial
in airflow, passenger space, back rests, seat textures, legroom and hand controls and anything
else rider. Hollywood, FL. Huntington Beach, CA. Ridgefield, WA. Waterford, MI. Cheyenne, WY.
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